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The following review critically synthesizes the literature on hemi-
spheric differences in idiom and metaphor comprehension. It has
long been debated whether figurative language is inherently
different from literal language and is processed specifically in the
right hemisphere (RH), or rather, whether figurative and literal
language form a continuum rather than a dichotomy, and call
upon a similar network of brain areas. In this paper, a number of
neuropsychological, behavioral and neuroimaging studies are
reviewed in the context of major theoretical accounts of metaphor
and idiom comprehension. Specifically, the role played by the RH in
metaphor and idiom processing is evaluated, and advancements
that neuroimaging methods have made to our understanding of
figurative language comprehension are assessed. This review also
highlights a number of critical methodological discrepancies
between studies, and emphasizes how such inconsistencies in
operational definitions, stimuli and tasks pose a serious challenge to
reconciling the debate on hemispheric differences, and do not allow
for a clear-cut conclusion of which neural networks underlie figu-
rative language processing.
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1. Introduction
The greatest thing by far is to be a master of metaphor.
It is the one thing that cannot be learned from others;
It is also a sign of genius, since a good metaphor implies an eye for resemblance.
w Aristotle, De Poetica, 322 B.C.
In our everyday language, we often hear people describe life as a roller-coaster ride, speak of broken
hearts and open minds, and compare sly politicians to foxes. Occasionally, we give someone a taste of
our own medicine, we lend them our ears and we bend over backwards to get something accom-
plished. When we hear such expressions, whether they are commonly used or constructed on the fly,
we know not to take them literally. In fact, if taken literally, most idiomatic andmetaphoric expressions
would be implausible or false. Instead, in order to grasp their intended meaning, we must often search
beyond the strict literal sense of the constituent words and make a conceptual leap between two
distant semantic domains which are normally unrelated to each other. The fact that figurative (or non-
literal) language is so pervasive in our speech and understood effortlessly has intrigued philosophers
and researchers from the time of Aristotle, and has been the subject of much research over the past few
decades. More recently, our knowledge of the cognitive processes underlying figurative language
comprehension – largely gained from neuropsychological investigations such as patient studies and
behavioral investigations such as divided visual field experiments – has benefitted from advances in
neuroimaging techniques. The aim of the current paper is to provide a critical review of the research
examining the neurocognitive mechanisms for processing figurative language, with a specific
emphasis on idioms and metaphors. Other forms of non-literal language such as sarcasm, humor and
indirect requests will not be addressed. This review centers on the longstanding debate of whether
figurative language is inherently different from literal language, or whether figurative and literal
language form a continuum rather than a dichotomy and call upon similar processing strategies and
brain areas during comprehension.

This paper focuses on one of the major areas of controversy in research on figurative language
comprehension: the question of HEMISPHERIC SPECIALIZATION in the comprehension of idioms and
metaphors. Although there is also considerable debate around the question of how figurative language
is stored and accessed during online processing, due to space constraints, the current review will not
address the cognitive theories and recent neuroimaging research examining the time-course of access
of idioms and metaphors. With respect to hemispheric specialization, it remains a much debated
question whether, and to what extent, the right hemisphere (RH) is specialized for the comprehension
of idiomatic and metaphoric language compared to the left hemisphere (LH), due to hemispheric
differences in meaning analysis and integration. Whereas some neuropsychological and neuro-
linguistic evidence has supported the “RH is special” theory (Anaki, Faust, & Kravetz,1998; Bottini et al.,
1994; Winner & Gardner, 1977), other studies have found no RH involvement (Faust & Weisper, 2000;
Kacinik & Chiarello, 2007; Lee & Dapretto, 2006; Rapp, Leube, Erb, Grodd, & Kircher, 2004; Stringaris,
Medford, Giampetro, Brammer, & David, 2007) and still some others have argued that the degree of RH
recruitment depends on lexical and contextual factors rather than figurativity per se (Mashal, Faust, &
Hendler, 2005; Mashal, Faust, Hendler, & Jung-Beeman, 2007; Schmidt, De Buse, & Seger, 2007). To
date, there is still no consensus on what precise aspects of figurative language the right hemisphere
may be particularly sensitive to.

The controversial findings in the literature will be critically synthesized within the framework of
main theoretical accounts of hemispheric differences in processing idioms and metaphors. First, the
review will cover early neuropsychological studies, as these patient data played a key role in moti-
vating the “RH is special” theory. Next, the debate of whether the RH is indeed primarily responsible for
processing figurative languagewill be evaluated in the light of divided-visual field experiments, as well
as several neuroimaging studies. The goals of this paper are threefold: (1) to review the role of the RH in
processing idioms and metaphors, by contrasting evidence for and against this theory, from a range of
methodologies; (2) to evaluate the contributions of neuroimaging studies, and assess whether these
findings have extended the knowledge gained from behavioral paradigms, and (3) to highlight
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a number of important and largely under-studied discrepancies across studies which (a) make it
difficult to synthesize the literature and decisively resolve the “RH is special” debate, and (b) need to be
systematically investigated and disentangled in current/future research in order to convincingly argue
in favor of hemispheric differences or to adopt one particular theory over another.

It will be argued that, although neuroimaging proves to be a useful method for shedding some light
on this question, and although both behavioral and neuroimaging paradigms have greatly advanced
our knowledge about hemispheric differences in figurative language processing beyond early findings
from patient studies, much work remains to be done, as most of the inconsistent results that fuel the
debate seem to arise from methodological or theoretical issues across studies. For example, studies
differ in how they operationally define and select metaphors and idioms. Some studies only examine
metaphoric word pairs without a sentential context and, at times, it is not clear whether these should
be considered metaphors at all or whether the metaphoric meaning has grown to be so conventional
over time that these could actually be construed as ambiguous literal words (e.g. “bright student”,
“stinging insult”) (Anaki et al., 1998; Mashal et al., 2005). Furthermore, some researchers have failed to
control for the degree of familiarity or novelty of the figurative expressions tested in their experiments,
a variable which has been strongly argued to affect the neural mechanisms underlying semantic
processing (Beeman, 1998; Giora, 1997, 2003). Moreover, studies differ considerably in the task per-
formed by participants, some of which involve more complex judgment processes that are more
cognitively demanding and that may more heavily involve brain areas not typically activated in online
figurative language comprehension. This paper aims to increase awareness of how these factors are
likely to affect the processing of literal and non-literal language, and are likely to contribute to the
heterogeneity of empirical findings on the role of the RH.

While it is an obvious and well-known fact that methodological differences across studies will lead
to different results, the argument here is that these differences must be systematically investigated in
future experiments, in order to assess the relative impact of each of these factors on modulating neural
activation patterns and hemispheric differences during figurative language processing. Otherwise,
neglecting to do so could hinder our understanding of whether – and how exactly – the RH is
specifically involved in processing figurative vs. literal language. It is necessary to reconcile these
differences in order to properly assess the contribution of the RH in figurative language processing.

Thus, it will be argued that conclusions from studies evaluating the role of the RH are not as clear-
cut and as decisive as they could potentially be, due to thesemethodological and theoretical limitations
which currently make it unclear whether the RH does in fact have a special role to play in the pro-
cessing of metaphoric and idiomatic language, or not. The question also arises of whether we should
stop thinking along the lines of dichotomies such as literal vs. figurative language, and RH vs. LH in our
empirical investigations, in favor of a continuum-based approach and a systematic consideration of the
many factors that may drive different patterns of processing and neural activity.

2. Idiomatic and metaphoric language

2.1. Definitions

A metaphor can be formed by a pair of words, a sentence or a whole text, and makes an implicit
comparison between ideas from different knowledge domains which are usually not associated with
one another, in order to attribute salient properties of one category to another (Gibbs,1999; Glucksberg
& Keysar, 1990). For example, understanding the sentence “this idea is a gem” requires establishing
a connection between the topic of themetaphor (idea) and its vehicle (gem) beyond the literal meaning
of the words, as an idea is not literally a gem but shares some salient properties with one, such as
preciousness or uniqueness (Mashal et al., 2005). Over time, metaphoric expressions can become so
commonly used in everyday language that speakers no longer recognize them asmetaphoric. These are
termed “dead metaphors” (Bowdle & Gentner, 2005).

Idioms are phrases of two or morewords and are considered to be over-learned, highly familiar and,
to a certain extent, syntactically unproductive expressions for which the figurative meaning has no
obvious semantic overlapwith the individual words in the phrase (Cacciari & Glucksberg,1991). Classic
examples include “to kick the bucket” (“to die suddenly”) and “skating on thin ice” (“taking a big risk”).
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While some claim that the figurative meaning of such expressions cannot be derived from the
meanings of the individual words forming the idiom, others argue that the mental link is not neces-
sarily arbitrary, but is determined by how speakers conceptualize the domains to which idioms refer
(Gibbs & Beitel, 1995; Lakoff & Johnson, 1980). Related idiomatic expressions (such as fuming, boiling,
or blowing one’s top) are the result of underlying conceptual metaphors (i.e., anger is fluid in a heated
container) that are readily and unconsciously available in the speaker’s mind.

In this view, idioms and metaphors are rather closely related forms of figurative language and some
of the same questions regarding the neural mechanisms underlying figurative language comprehen-
sion in the brain are relevant to both types of expressions. It is mainly for this reason that the current
review addresses both types of figurative language, alongwith the fact that there is a paucity of reviews
in the field that have brought idioms and metaphors together in an attempt to provide a compre-
hensive picture of non-literal language processing (Thoma & Daum, 2006). Although idioms and
metaphors may differ from one another on some dimensions, it may be useful to discuss and evaluate
theoretical accounts and empirical evidence of hemispheric asymmetries in light of both types of non-
literal expressions.

2.2. Factors affecting comprehension of figurative language

Figurative language, as a whole, does not form a homogenous class of non-literal expressions but,
rather, there is a great deal of variability among items within figurative language, both within idioms
and within metaphors. Both types of figurative language vary on a number of dimensions which have
been shown to affect comprehension processes and, as will be discussed in the context of recent
neuroimaging studies, to modulate the neural activation patterns during figurative language
comprehension. As it will be argued that a careful examination of the relative role of these factors is
needed in order to be able to draw reliable conclusions from behavioral and neuroimaging investi-
gations of idiom/metaphor processing, some spacewill be devoted to defining each of these factors and
to highlighting some of the inconsistencies in their treatment across studies.

Familiarity of an idiom or metaphor has been defined as the degree of subjective experience
a speaker has with a figurative expression (Schweigert, 1986). Familiarity is a critical factor as it has
been suggested that familiar idioms and metaphors are processed differently than novel or unfamiliar
expressions. It is assumed that the figurative meaning of a familiar metaphor or idiom has been
encountered often andmay be stored as an alternatemeaning of the words in the string. Thus, it can be
retrieved in the same was as any ambiguous literal word. However, for unfamiliar expressions,
a meaning must be constructed online once the expression is encountered, and the figurative meaning
is understood by an analogical process whereby salient properties of the topic and vehicle in the
metaphor are compared (Bowdle & Gentner, 2005; Glucksberg, 2001). In some studies, familiarity is
used interchangeably with conventionality, with “conventional metaphors/idioms” being synonymous
to “familiar metaphors/idioms” and “novel metaphors/idioms” being equivalent to “unfamiliar meta-
phors/idioms” (e.g., Bottini et al., 1994; Eviatar & Just, 2006; Faust & Mashal, 2007; Mashal et al., 2007;
Schmidt et al., 2007; Stringaris et al., 2007). However, one group of researchers (Blasko & Connine,
1993) has made a clear distinction between the two factors: according to these authors, subjective
familiarity is only one aspect of conventionality. Familiarity is a property of the entire expression and
refers to a vehicle-topic pairing that has been encountered before. On the other hand, conventionality is
determined by the vehicle of the expression which has become polysemous due to repeated and
consistent figurative use. According to Blasko & Connine, then, a conventional expressionmay be either
familiar or unfamiliar whereas most other researchers consider familiar metaphors as conventional.

Moreover, although familiarity is considered a key factor in the comprehension of figurative
expressions, researchers in the field have not been consistent in their operational definitions and their
method of measuring the variable; some researchers have obtained familiarity ratings from their
participants on a five- or seven-point scale (Arzouan, Goldstein, & Faust, 2007; Faust & Mashal, 2007;
Mashal et al., 2007), others have used normed measures from databases (Schmidt et al., 2007;
Stringaris et al., 2007), whereas others have retrieved their novel/unfamiliar metaphors from books or
poetry while considering all other “commonly used”metaphors as conventional/familiar (Bottini et al.,
1994; Pobric, Mashal, Faust, & Lavidor, 2008). Some researchers have considered the familiarity of the
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expression (idiom or metaphor) as a whole (Blasko & Connine, 1993; Proverbio, Crotti, Zani, & Adorni,
2009; Schmidt et al., 2007), while others have measured the familiarity of individual constituents
(Faust &Weisper, 2000; Stringaris et al., 2007). Few researchers explicitly define familiarity; as a result,
we often cannot tell whether familiarity is based more on frequency of occurrence or on speakers’
actual familiarity with the meaning of the phrase.

A second key dimension along which idioms and metaphors vary is frequency – another factor
which has, unfortunately, not been consistently accounted for across experimental studies on figura-
tive language comprehension. Some researchers consider the frequency of occurrence of individual
words in figurative expressions (e.g., Anaki et al., 1998; Arzouan et al., 2007; Faust & Weisper, 2000;
Libben & Titone, 2008; Pobric et al., 2008) whereas others consider the frequency of the entire
metaphoric or idiomatic string (Faust & Mashal, 2007; Stringaris et al., 2007). Furthermore, some
researchers obtain their frequency measures from normed databases (Pobric et al., 2008; Proverbio
et al., 2009; Stringaris et al., 2007), while others recruit participants to rate the experimental stimuli
on a frequency scale (Arzouan et al., 2007). It is also important to note that familiarity and frequency
are correlated and often used interchangeably in their operational definitions. Thus, the relative role of
each factor remains unclear, although both appear to influence the comprehensibility of figurative
expressions to some extent. The samemight be true of predictability – the degree towhich thewords in
an idiom or metaphor are predicted from the preceding context as they are encountered. Predictability
is also likely to correlate with familiarity (Libben & Titone, 2008; Titone & Connine, 1994) and so the
relative role of each of these factors is still to be disentangled in future studies.

Idioms and metaphors also vary in literal plausibility, and this may lead to differences in compre-
hension processes – whereas figurative expressions with plausible literal interpretations (e.g. to kick
the bucket) create ambiguity at a phrasal level (Titone & Connine, 1999), literally implausible
expressions (e.g. to be on cloud nine) only make sense when interpreted figuratively. Another
important feature of figurative expressions is their degree of compositionality or decomposability (also
referred to as transparency), which refers to the extent to which the meaning of the string can be
recovered from the meanings of the individual words. While the words constituting “to talk a mile
a minute” provide clues for the figurative meaning of “fast speech rate”, the idiom “it’s raining cats and
dogs” is non-decomposable or opaque (Gibbs, Nayak, & Cutting, 1989). Decomposability is affected by
contextual bias and influences the comprehensibility of figurative expressions; while transparent non-
literal expressions and metaphors are accessed in a context-independent fashion, opaque expressions
rely more on contextual information (Gibbs & Nayak, 1989).
3. Specialization of RH for figurative language processing

3.1. Early neuropsychological evidence of a special RH role

An important motivation for the RH theory in figurative language comprehension comes from
neuropsychological studies in patients suffering from unilateral brain damage. These studies have
suggested that focal lesions in the L and R hemisphere differentially affect figurative language
comprehension. There have been several reports that, unlike LH-damaged patients who show
preserved appreciation for metaphor and idiomatic uses of language, RH-damaged patients show
decreased sensitivity to the connotative meanings of words and exhibit overly literal interpretations of
non-literal expressions (Brownell, Potter, Michelow, & Gardner, 1984; Van Lancker and Kempler, 1987;
Winner & Gardner, 1977).

One pioneering study was conducted by Winner and Gardner (1977) where the task involved
matching orally-presentedmetaphoric expressions such as “His heart felt heavy” to pictorial depictions
of either the literal meaning of the metaphor (a large heart, heavy in weight) or to the figurative
meaning (a person crying). Whereas LH-damaged patients made appropriate metaphoric interpreta-
tions, patients with RH damage were as likely to choose the literal depictions as the metaphoric ones.
This finding was replicated in a similar experiment testing idiomatic expressions such as “He’s turning
a new leaf” in comparison to novel literal sentences such as “He’s sitting deep in the bubbles” (Van
Lancker and Kempler, 1987). The findings showed that LH-damaged patients performed worse than
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RH-damaged patients on the novel literal sentences which required detailed syntactic analysis, but
outperformed RH-damaged patients on the figurative sentences.

However, these findings have not gone unchallenged (Gagnon, Goulet, Giroux, & Joanette, 2003;
Giora, Zaidel, Soroker, Batori, & Kasher, 2000; Papagno et al., 2002). Firstly, even in the study byWinner
and Gardner (1977), RH-damaged patients were able to accurately explain the metaphorical meaning
of the sentences when asked to do so verbally, despite their poor performance on the picture-matching
task. In line with this finding, Rinaldi, Marangolo and Baldassarri (2004) reported that RH-damaged
patients tended to inappropriately select literal over metaphoric meanings in a picture-matching
task, but performed well in a verbal task. Thus, these findings suggest that task demands may affect
RH-damaged patients’ degree of impairment and difficulty in figurative language processing. However,
other researchers have questioned the specific role of the RH altogether and have failed to show the
hypothesized distinction between RH- and LH-damaged patients’ figurative language comprehension
abilities. A study by Giora et al. (2000) reported counterevidence to the “RH is special” theory beyond
the task differences observed in Winner and Gardner (1977) and Rinaldi et al. (2004). In their study, it
was actually the LH-damaged patients who made more errors when requested to orally explain the
meaning of conventional metaphors with a literally implausible meaning (such as “broken heart” or
“hard man”). Furthermore, Gagnon et al. (2003) tested LH-damaged and RH-damaged patients on two
tasks: (1) a word triad task that involved associating metaphoric and non-metaphoric meanings to
a target word and (2) a word dyad task where the patients had to decide whether or not there was
a semantic relationship between twowords. Half of these dyads contained a semantic relationship and
were derived from the word-triads, whereas the other half contained no semantic relationship.
According to the authors, the goal of this task was to detect whether RH-damaged patients have
a “genuine semantic deficit” which stands in their way of comprehending metaphoric language. The
results showed that both LH- and RH-damaged groups were impaired in processing metaphoric word
meanings and detecting semantic relationships between twowords. Therefore, given that LH-damaged
patients also exhibited similar difficulties as RH-damaged patients, the hypothesis of a specific
contribution of the RH in processing metaphoric language was refuted by the authors. Thus, early
neuropsychological studies offer mixed evidence in support of the RH theory for figurative language
comprehension.

There are several important limitations of this early patient research which may account for these
mixed findings. First, in many studies, patients’ visual-perceptual abilities were not assessed, and the
severity of patients’ aphasia and the modalities of neuropsychological assessment were not described
in detail. Second, early studies did not reliably differentiate lesion sites within the RH, nor did they
control for the time of onset of aphasia or whether patients underwent language intervention (see
Oliveri, Romero, & Papagno, 2004 for a review). In addition, the number of patients and the number of
stimuli were limited in these studies. Moreover, as noted earlier, differences in tasks have also likely
contributed to discrepant findings, suggesting that the modality of testing may account for some of the
difficulties observed in patients with RH deficits. Thus, early neuropsychological studies of figurative
language comprehension in brain-damaged populations did not providemuch information about brain
function other than a generalized assumption that the RH may somehow be involved in processing
non-literal language.

3.2. The divided-visual field paradigm and theories of hemispheric differences in semantic processing

Another line of research investigating meaning activation in healthy adults has shed light on
potential hemispheric differences in semantic processing. Although these studies have focused on
lexical ambiguities present in literal language, reported differences in how the two hemispheres select
and maintain the activation of multiple meanings of words are highly relevant to the way each
hemisphere processes figurative language, compared to literal language, as comprehending idiomatic
and metaphoric expressions involves the processing of semantically divergent domains.

A technique that has been used to explore the role of the RH in neurologically intact individuals is
the divided visual field priming paradigm. By presenting stimuli outside the fovea, it is possible to
selectively stimulate the visual cortex in the LH or RH. The common procedure entails the selective
presentation of prime-target pairs to the right visual field (LH) or to the left visual field (RH). A lexical
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decision task typically follows. Although the information is rapidly transmitted to other brain regions,
including those in the other hemisphere, differences in the initial stages of processing can indicate
hemisphere-specific computations (Chiarello, 1991).

These studies, investigating meaning processing in literal language, have revealed that the LH
and RH differentially process semantic information (Burgess & Simpson, 1988; Chiarello, 1991).
Findings from Chiarello, Burgess, Richards, and Pollock (1990) indicated that, although both
hemispheres show evidence of semantic priming with words that are associatively and semanti-
cally related (such as doctor – nurse), the RH shows an advantage over the LH in priming for words
that have weak or indirect semantic relations (such as dull – moody, lawyer – nurse). Other studies
have shown that contextually-irrelevant meanings of ambiguous words are primed in the RH but
not in the LH, especially at relatively long stimulus-onset-asynchronies (SOA greater than 200 ms)
between the prime and the target (Arambel & Chiarello, 2006; Faust & Chiarello, 1988). Similarly,
although dominant and subordinate meanings of ambiguous words show priming in either
hemisphere, the subordinate meanings tend to decay rapidly in the LH, while the RH maintains
activation of both meanings of the ambiguous word (Burgess & Simpson, 1988; Burgess, Tanenhaus,
& Hoffman, 1994).

Based on these findings, the RH is claimed to activate a broad range of meanings, including distantly
related concepts, and to simultaneously maintain the activation of multiple meanings, even if they are
inconsistent with a given context. The LH, on the other hand, selectively maintains activation of only
dominant, closely-related and contextually appropriate meanings.

A prominent theory of LH-RH differences in semantic processing is Beeman’s (1998) Coarse Coding
Hypothesis which postulates that the two hemispheres differ in the level of granularity at which they
encode semantic information; while in the LH, word meanings are represented by localized semantic
fields, such that a small number of relevant meanings can be rapidly accessed, the RH represents word
meanings in broader and more distributed semantic fields. The coarse coding of the RH allows for it to
activate, select and integrate a broad range of meanings and features. The coarser coding of semantic
representations in the RH results in an overlap of some semantic fields, and allows for associations to
emerge between distantly related concepts which are inferentially connected to one another (Beeman,
1998).

This specialized ability of the RH may not only apply to the access and interpretation of multiple
meanings of ambiguous (literal) words, but to inferring the figurative meaning of non-literal language,
which also depends on the continued activation of alternate word meanings and on establishing links
betweenwords with distant semantic relationships (Faust & Lavidor, 2003). A number of divided visual
field studies have, therefore, investigated hemispheric differences in meaning processing with respect
to figurative language.

In addition, advances in neuroimaging techniques such as positron emission tomography (PET) and
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) have offered opportunities to test hypotheses about
hemispheric differences in semantic processing and to evaluate whether the RH has a special role to
play in figurative language comprehension. The greatest advantage of imaging research over behavioral
or neuropsychological research is that it is able to provide a relatively direct measure of the localization
of different cognitive processes underlying non-literal language processing, in terms of specific neural
networks that are more or less activated during the processing of certain kinds of linguistic stimuli.
However, to date, most of the research in this area has been conducted on processing metaphors, while
neuroimaging studies have hardly investigated idiom processing.

In the section that follows, evidence from divided visual field experiments and neuroimaging
research will be presented, along with any shortcomings within these studies that must be kept in
mind when interpreting their results. These findings, supporting the RH is special theory, will then be
contrasted to divided visual field experiments and neuroimaging studies that challenged theories
advocating for a preferential involvement of the RH (in Section 3.4).

3.3. The RH is special

A key divided visual field experiment was conducted by Anaki et al. (1998). Subjects were pre-
sented with metaphoric or literal prime-target associations either to their left visual field (RH) or
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right visual field (LH), at two different SOAs (200 and 800 ms). A lexical decision task was performed
in response to the target words, which were either related to the metaphoric meaning of the prime
(stinging – insult) or to the literal meaning (stinging – mosquito), or unrelated (stinging – carpet). In
the short SOA condition, priming effects were found for metaphorically-related targets in both visual
fields, while literally-related targets were facilitated only in the LH. In the long SOA condition,
metaphorically-related targets were primed only in the RH and literally-related targets only in the
LH. These results are in line with the claim that, during later stages of semantic processing, the LH is
more selective in processing alternate word meanings whereas the RH maintains the activation of
multiple interpretations (Beeman, 1998; Chiarello, 1991). Thus, the authors take these findings as
supporting the hypothesis that the RH plays an enhanced role in figurative language processing.
However, it can be argued that the stimuli used in this study were not exactly metaphoric, given their
conventionality, but seemed to fall more within the range of lexically ambiguous polysemous words
in the domain of literal language. It is not clear what the difference is between these stimuli (such as
stinging – unkind vs. stinging – sharp) and those used in the divided visual field semantic priming
experiments with literal word pairs having dual meanings (such as novel – fresh vs. novel – story;
from Faust & Lavidor, 2003). Thus, although Anaki and colleagues’ data are consistent with previous
reports of a broader semantic activation that is less susceptible to decay in the RH compared to the
LH, it is not entirely clear based on this experimental design that these effects are due to figurativity
per se, or simply due to hemispheric differences in semantic activation, be it for literal or non-literal
language.

In terms of neuroimaging studies, probably the most influential, and one of the earliest, neuro-
imaging investigation of the role of the RH in figurative language comprehension was a PET study by
Bottini et al. (1994). Subjects were presented with novel, unconventional sentential metaphors that
were either literally plausible (“The old man had a head full of dead leaves”) or literally implausible
(“The old man had a head full of barn doors”) as well as with literal sentences, and were asked to
perform a plausibility judgment task on these sentences. Processing of metaphors was associated
with similar activations as for literal sentences in the left hemisphere (including prefrontal and basal
frontal cortex, the middle and inferior temporal gyri and the temporal pole, parietal cortex and
precuneus) but additionally gave rise to activation in a number of areas in the RH, particularly the
right inferior frontal gyrus and right posterior temporal cortex. Based on these results, the authors
suggested that the RH plays a special role in the interpretation of figurative language, and that the
increased involvement of the RH may reflect a special cognitive process such as accessing world
knowledge and drawing inferences from the context in order to resolve the ambiguity of the sen-
tence. Despite these pioneering findings, this study has been criticized for having used complex
sentences which were not well-matched across the figurative and literal conditions. In fact, the
behavioral results revealed that subjects made significantly more errors when interpreting the
metaphoric sentences than the literal sentences. Thus, given these shortcomings, the involvement of
the RH might not be specific to processing figurative language, but may have occurred in response to
having to process complex syntactic and/or semantic sentence structures – in other words, due to
properties of the stimuli and the task.

3.4. No preferential involvement of the RH

Several other studies investigating differential processing of figurative language in the left and right
hemispheres have failed to find clear support for a special role of the RH in the comprehension of non-
literal meanings.

In a divided visual field study by Faust and Weisper (2000), subjects were presented with incom-
plete sentences as primes, followed by target words which were literally true, literally false or meta-
phoric completions of the sentence. Their task was to decide whether the sentences were true or false.
Performance was found to be slower and less accurate for metaphoric target words than for literally
false target words, irrespective of the hemisphere of presentation. Based on these results, the authors
argued against a specialized role of the RH in figurative language comprehension.

A divided visual field study using sentential metaphors also failed to find a unique role for the RH in
metaphor comprehension (Kacinik & Chiarello, 2007). Metaphoric (“His girlfriend’s face was a storm”)
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and literal (“The ship was headed towards a storm”) sentence primes were paired with single word
targets that were either consistent or inconsistent with the intended meaning of the preceding
sentence in a fully crossed experimental design (literal sentence þ literal target, metaphor sentence
þ metaphor target, literal sentence þ metaphor target, or metaphor sentence þ literal target). Length,
familiarity and word class (all targets except one were nouns) were controlled, but literal targets were
more imageable than metaphor targets. Although the RH showed a priming effect for the
metaphorically-related primes in context, metaphoric targets also showed priming to the same extent
in the LH. Because the size of the priming effect for metaphor targets was the same in both the LH and
RH, this finding argues against the notion that the RH is the preferred substrate for and is considerably
more involved in metaphor comprehension. Rather, both hemispheres appear to be involved, although
the authors argue that their relative role is still to be clarified. However, the experimental stimuli were
limited to relatively simple and familiar “An A is a B” metaphors. It may be the case that special RH
processes may be recruited for understanding more complex and unfamiliar metaphors, a possibility
that will be discussed in the next section.

In an event-related fMRI study testing hemispheric differences in processing metaphoric sen-
tences in German, Rapp et al. (2004) presented subjects with moderately unfamiliar “An A is a B”
sentences that were either metaphoric (“The lovers’ words are harp sounds”) or literal (“The lovers’
words are lies”) and asked them to judge whether the sentence had a positive or negative
connotation. Across the two conditions, sentences did not differ on syntactic or semantic
complexity and on positive connotation. The results revealed that greater activation was elicited for
metaphoric than literal sentences in the left inferior frontal cortex, inferior temporal cortex and
posterior middle/inferior temporal cortex, but not in the RH. It was concluded that activation in the
left inferior frontal cortex may reflect semantic inferencing processes involved during the inter-
pretation of metaphoric language. The authors suggested that while the RH might contribute to the
general appreciation of complex semantic and syntactic structures, LH frontal and temporal areas
might engage in the decoding of word meaning in metaphoric contexts. In sum, these findings
argue against a special role of the RH in processing figurative language. However, it is important to
note several limitations of this experiment. Firstly, familiarity was calculated on the basis of an
internet search of the metaphors used in the study (therefore, familiarity here seems equivalent to
frequency), without reporting any normative data or controlling familiarity in a more systematic
way, such as by obtaining familiarity ratings from subjects. As there is no reason to assume that
these metaphors are structurally frozen and invariable, it seems possible that any variation in
wording would have failed to generate a result in the internet search. Therefore, it is possible that
what they construed as newly created or novel metaphors were actually quite familiar to the
subjects, and affected the relative contributions of the two hemispheres. Furthermore, judging the
emotional content of the sentences is a different task than those performed in previous studies
(judging whether the sentence is true or performing a lexical decision task). It is unclear how the
nature of the task could have contributed to different patterns of brain activation, and heavier
involvement of the LH.

Similarly, an fMRI study by Lee and Dapretto (2006) showed that the comprehension of meta-
phoric word meanings mainly led to activation of LH areas (prefrontal and temporoparietal regions)
rather than the RH. Subjects listened to sets of 3 adjectives and were required to decide whether the
last 2 adjectives were similar in meaning. One condition required accessing the literal meaning of the
middle word (hot – cold – chilly), whereas another condition required accessing the middle word’s
metaphoric meaning (hot – cold – unfriendly). These findings of LH activations argue against
a selective role of the RH in processing figurative language. The authors explain their results by
suggesting that prior studies reporting greater RH involvement may have been affected by the
complexity of the figurative expressions under investigation, rather than to a true RH specialization
in the comprehension of metaphors. However, as mentioned earlier in the context of the study by
Anaki et al. (1998), it is not clear to what extent these word triplets involve true metaphors, or simply
polysemous literal words. In addition, in “hot – cold – chilly”, the last word in the triad is primed by
the first two words, but this is not the case for “hot – cold – unfriendly”, as hot and unfriendly are
unrelated. Thus, the LH activations may simply be due to a priming effect and may have little to do
with figurativity.
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Returning within the context of metaphoric sentences, Stringaris et al. (2007) conducted an fMRI
study in which participants read metaphoric (“Some surgeons are butchers”), literal (“Some surgeons
are fathers”) or anomalous (“Some surgeons are shelves”) sentences, and had to decide whether the
sentences were meaningful or meaningless. This explicit task was meant to get subjects to focus on
the attempt to extract the meaning from the sentences, to distinguish between the different sentence
types strictly on the basis of semantics. The final words of the literal and metaphoric sentences were
matched on imageability, familiarity, frequency, concreteness and length. The authors hypothesized
that previous findings suggesting a selective role of the RH in the comprehension of figurative
language were not specific to figurativity, but were due to task complexity and to stimuli that were
not carefully matched across conditions. In line with their expectations, metaphoric sentences eli-
cited greater activation than literal sentences in left lateralized cortical regions, including left IFG, as
in the study by Rapp et al. (2004): left precentral gyrus, left inferior parietal lobe as well as in the
right middle temporal gyrus. Thus, having controlled for task effects and having carefully matched
their stimuli, they did not find any supporting evidence for a predominant role of the RH in meta-
phoric comprehension. The neural substrate underlying figurative language and literal language was
shown to differ, but not in terms of increased activation of the RH in non-literal language processing.
The authors also proposed that the left thalamus might be specifically involved in deriving meaning
from metaphors and constructing novel ad-hoc representations, whereas the left IFG may become
increasingly activated during a more extensive search for semantic integration. It is not clear to what
extent these hypotheses about the relative role of different brain areas are put forward as a post-hoc
explanation of the data and additional studies replicating these effects are necessary to support these
assumptions. Furthermore, although the sentence-final words were well-matched across conditions,
the familiarity/novelty of the metaphoric expressions as a whole was not controlled. As will be
discussed in the following section, differences in familiarity of the figurative expression may recruit
different neural networks and may result in hemispheric differences in non-literal language
comprehension.

In sum, despite several studies supporting the RH theory of metaphoric language comprehension
(Anaki et al., 1998; Bottini et al., 1994), these findings have not gone unchallenged (Faust & Weisper,
2000; Kacinik & Chiarello, 2007; Lee & Dapretto, 2006; Rapp et al., 2004; Stringaris et al., 2007) and,
as it stands, there is considerable debate surrounding the question of whether the RH is particularly
adept at processing figurative language.

4. RH involvement is mediated by familiarity, not figurativity

A number of other researchers have found evidence for RH recruitment in figurative language
processing but have attributed this RH activity not to figurativity per se, but to factors such as differ-
ences in the familiarity or novelty of the figurative expressions (Mashal et al., 2005; Schmidt et al.,
2007). It has been suggested that the studies that did not find a RH advantage for processing meta-
phoric language had failed to address the familiarity of the metaphors and had tested only moderately
or very familiar expressions which may be preferentially processed in the LH (such as Kacinik &
Chiarello, 2007; Rapp et al., 2004). A number of divided visual field experiments and neuroimaging
studies will be reviewed below; these researchers focus less on the existence of a strict dichotomy
between figurative and literal language, and advocate instead for a continuum that is modulated by
familiarity/novelty.

The idea that the RH would be especially adept at processing unfamiliar/novel expressions
compared to highly conventionalized or familiar expressions is consistent with Coarse Coding
Hypothesis (Beeman, 1998), as unfamiliar expressions, irrespective of literality, would involve the
activation of distantly related semantic concepts – a broader, less constrained selection and
maintenance of meanings which is argued to be a specialty of the RH. In a similar vein, Giora’s
(1997, 2003) Graded Salience Hypothesis is a theoretical account that also attributes hemispheric
differences in figurative meaning processing to factors other than figurativity itself, namely the
salience of a particular meaning, which is said to be “a function of its conventionality, familiarity or
frequency”. According to this account, the RH is more likely to be involved in processing less salient
interpretations and meanings of words, whereas more conventional, familiar and frequent
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meanings are processed predominantly in the LH. It is not clear, based on Giora’s definition of
salience how the factors of conventionality, frequency and familiarity work together and whether or
not they are actually distinct. A problem that permeates the literature on figurative language
processing in the brain is that most studies have not made a clear distinction between familiarity
and salience and have used them interchangeably in their design as well as in the interpretation of
their findings.

In a divided visual field study, Faust and Mashal (2007) tested metaphoric word pairs in Hebrew
to examine whether differences in familiarity would affect RH involvement. Subjects were presented
with conventional metaphors (“transparent intention”), novel metaphors (“conscience storm”), literal
word pairs (“problem resolution”), or unrelated word pairs (“wisdom wash”), and were asked to
decide whether the target word was related or unrelated to the preceding prime word (semantic
judgment task). Most of the word pairs made up plausible expressions. Ratings of word length,
frequency, concreteness and syntactic structure were contained in a pre-test and the stimuli were
matched across conditions on these variables. The results revealed that, for novel metaphors,
responses to words presented to the LVF/RH were faster and more accurate than those presented to
the RVF/LH. In addition, novel metaphoric word pairs were judged as “related” faster in the RH than
the LH, and were judged as “unrelated” more slowly in the RH than the LH (in other words, the RH
took longer to decide whether the novel metaphoric word pairs were meaningless). However, a clear
RH advantage was not found for the conventional metaphors. These findings are in line with the
Coarse Coding Hypothesis – the RH activates a broader range of related meanings than the LH,
including novel meanings. The Graded Salience Hypothesis is also supported by these findings – the
extent of RH superiority may depend on the salience/familiarity of the metaphoric expressions.
Therefore, this study illustrates how metaphors cannot be treated as an undifferentiated group of
expressions and it is likely for processing differences (and hemispheric differences) to be found
between familiar and less familiar metaphors. One confusing aspect of this study, however, was that
the authors stated that there are no real correct or incorrect responses to their task in the case of the
novel metaphors, as the two words were “unusually combined” (e.g. “conscience storm”). Therefore,
the question arises of whether these are truly “novel metaphors” in nature, or whether they can be
construed as “unrelated words” altogether.

A similar experimental design was employed in an fMRI study by Mashal et al. (2007) in order to
determine whether different functional networks in the brain underlie the comprehension of
expressions of varying degrees of salience. The stimuli consisted of conventional metaphors
(“bright student”), novel metaphors derived from poetry (“pearl tears”), literal word pairs (“water
drops”) or unrelated words (“road shift”). The words were all nouns, balanced across the conditions
on word frequency, concreteness and abstractness. Familiarity ratings were obtained in a pre-test
used to classify the metaphors into either the conventional or novel metaphoric category. The
task consisted of a semantic judgment task where the subjects were required to silently decide
whether the words in each pair were related metaphorically or literally, or were unrelated. The
behavioral data indicated slower response times to novel metaphors compared to conventional
metaphors or literal word pairs. The unrelated word pairs were also slower than in the literal or
conventional metaphor condition, and no difference was found between conventional metaphors
and literal word pairs. In the fMRI analyses, novel metaphors revealed a stronger activation than
conventional metaphors in the right posterior superior temporal sulcus (PSTS), the right inferior
frontal gyrus (IFG) and the left middle frontal gyrus (MFG). Comparing conventional metaphors to
literal words revealed a greater activation in the left IFG, left PSTS and right postcentral parietal
cortex. On the other hand, the contrast of novel metaphors and literal word pairs resulted in fewer
and smaller active brain areas, and included mainly bilateral frontal regions. Compared to unrelated
words, novel metaphors produced greater activation in the right IFG while conventional metaphors
produced greater activation in the left and right IFG. The main effect of hemisphere was also
significant in two conditions; for both conventional metaphors and unrelated words, a greater
activation was found in the LH than in the RH.

Based on these results, the authors argued for a special role of the RH in processing novel
metaphoric expressions, particularly the right PSTS which was specifically active for novel metaphors
compared to unrelated word pairs. Although both conditions involve distant semantic domains, the
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novel metaphor condition involves an attempt to map salient features of the topic onto salient
features of the vehicle, and to integrate the meaning of the two words, whereas no such integration
occurs in the unrelated condition. Thus, it was suggested that the right PSTS may be responsible for
the online construction of meaning connections between two distantly related words. In sum, the
degree of salience, rather than the literal/figurative distinction, seems to be the critical factor
affecting hemispheric specialization. The results are consistent with the GSH which predicts RH
involvement in processing unfamiliar, non-salient meanings (novel metaphors) compared to salient
meanings (literal word pairs, conventional metaphors). One potential limitation in the current
experiment, however, is the difficulty of the task: judging whether the word pairs were related
metaphorically or literally is a somewhat metalinguistic task requiring a forced decision and atten-
tion that may be uncharacteristic of normal linguistic processing. It may be that a complex task of
that nature might recruit processes in the RH. Another point of uncertainty is how exactly the novel
metaphors differ in salience and unfamiliarity compared to unrelated word pairs within the context
of the GSH. It seems possible to describe unrelated word pairs as being non-salient literal expres-
sions; why, then, would they not recruit RH mechanisms, similarly to novel metaphors, if the results
were to fully support the GSH?

Schmidt et al. (2007) tested Giora’s Graded Salience Hypothesis at the sentence level rather than
on word pairs. In three divided visual field experiments, they investigated whether the involvement
of the RH was due to metaphoricity or to some other aspect of semantic processing. In a first
experiment, unfamiliar metaphoric sentences were compared to familiar literal sentences as well as
to anomalous sentences. In a second experiment, the anomalous sentence condition was replaced
by unfamiliar literal expressions and later by familiar metaphoric sentences in a third experiment,
in order to assess whether these expressions would be processed in the LH rather than the RH. The
general design in all three experiments was to have a centrally-presented sentence stem followed
by one of three different endings, presented either to the RVF/LH or LVF/RH. For example, a sen-
tence such as “The orchestra filled the hall with” was followed by “music” (literal familiar),
“sunshine” (unfamiliar metaphoric) or “hail” (anomalous). The tasks involved deciding whether the
ending fit the rest of the sentence (Experiment 1), or whether the sentence was plausible, either
metaphorically or literally (Experiment 2), or whether or not the sentences were meaningful
expressions (Experiment 3). Results supported Giora’s (2003) claim that the RH is specialized for
processing non-salient verbal stimuli that contain distant semantic relationships, be they literal or
metaphoric, whereas the LH is predominantly involved in processing salient meanings. The RH
showed an advantage in processing unfamiliar metaphors as well as unfamiliar literal sentences,
whereas the LH showed an advantage for processing familiar metaphors. There were, however, no
hemispheric differences for literal familiar sentences, and no RH advantage found in the case of
anomalous sentence endings.

One important point to note is that many of these studies do not necessarily help tease apart the
effects of “semantic distance”, “familiarity” and “salience”. While Beeman’s Coarse Coding
Hypothesis (1998) attributes the RH’s role to the processing of coarse semantic fields or distantly
related semantic domains, Giora’s GSH expects hemispheric differences based on the degree of
salience (often taken as synonymous to the degree of familiarity) of an expression, but does not
have much to say about the degree of semantic relatedness of the concepts in the metaphoric (or
literal) expression. Thus, although researchers often conclude that their findings of greater RH
involvement for unfamiliar expressions, both literal and metaphoric, are compatible with both
Beeman’s and Giora’s claims, the effects of semantic distance are never disentangled from effects of
salience and familiarity. It would be interesting to test figurative and literal expressions in which
the semantic concepts are distantly related, but where the expression is high in salience and
familiarity, or vice versa, i.e. where the figurative or literal expressions contain a close semantic
association between concepts, but are low in salience/familiarity. More clearly teasing apart effects
of figurativity, salience, familiarity and semantic distance between meanings would be beneficial to
research on hemispheric differences in semantic processing, and would be better able to separately
evaluate claims made by the Coarse Coding Hypothesis and the Graded Salience Hypothesis – an
approach which, to my knowledge, has not been taken thus far neither in behavioral nor neuro-
imaging studies.
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In a similar vein, Schmidt and Seger (2009) sought to examine the relative effects of figurativity,
salience (used synonymously with familiarity) and difficulty of comprehensibility on the recruitment
of RH during metaphoric language comprehension. Four conditions were compared in an fMRI
experiment: (1) literal sentences, (2) familiar and easily comprehensible metaphors, (3) unfamiliar and
easily comprehensiblemetaphors, and (4) unfamiliar and difficult to understandmetaphors. In order to
assess the effect of figurativity, all three types of metaphors (familiar-easy, unfamiliar-easy and
unfamiliar-difficult) were compared to literal sentences. In this contrast, metaphors were found to
recruit the right insula, the left temporal pole and the right inferior frontal gyrus compared to literal
language. In order to examine the effect of familiarity, familiar-easy metaphors were compared to
unfamiliar-easy metaphors. This contrast revealed a greater activation in the right middle frontal gyrus
(MFG) and right IFG for familiar metaphors compared to unfamiliar metaphors. To assess the impact of
sentence difficulty on neural activation patterns, unfamiliar-easy metaphors were compared to
unfamiliar-difficult metaphors, revealing an increase in activation in the left MFG and bilateral medial
frontal activations. Based on these data, the authors concluded that the RH is involved in the processing
of metaphoric language and that all three factors – figurativeness, familiarity and difficulty – are
important in determining the precise neural mechanisms underlying processing. However, as there
were no RH activations unique to the figurativity contrast, the observed RH involvement in metaphor
comprehension cannot be primarily due to figurativity per se. However, the challenge remains that
these factors – figurativeness, familiarity and difficulty ratings – are highly correlated (Katz, Paivio,
Marschark, & Clark, 1988), such that highly figurative language tends to be both unfamiliar and diffi-
cult to understand. Furthermore, it was never explained what exactly the measure of “difficulty” was
based on –was difficulty related to the degree of semantic relatedness (i.e. closeness) or unrelatedness
(i.e. distance) between concepts in the sentences, or did it reflect the decomposability or plausibility of
the expression? Also, the authors did not test a “familiar-difficult to understand” condition; it remains
unclear whether the patterns of activation in response to “unfamiliar and difficult to understand”
metaphors (compared to the “unfamiliar and easy to understand” metaphors) are due to difficulty
alone or to a combination of difficulty and unfamiliarity. In addition, the literal sentences used in the
experiment did not vary in difficulty or familiarity as the metaphors did and, therefore, comparing
different variations of metaphors to one group of literal sentences may lead to misleading results.

As discussed earlier, further systematic research varying each of these factors while carefully
controlling for the others is necessary to shed light on their relative effects on hemispheric
differences in figurative and literal language processing. Moreover, the authors avoided using
highly familiar or conventional metaphors, resulting in metaphors ranging from moderately
familiar to very unfamiliar. This may be a reason why they found RH activations in their “familiar
metaphors” whereas other researchers have found predominantly LH activations for conventional
metaphors. This highlights another limitation in this field of research – familiarity is not system-
atically measured or accounted for across studies, resulting in different patterns of activation and
difficulty in pinpointing the specific neural network involved in processing different types of
metaphoric language.

5. Evaluating the contributions of neuroimaging techniques

Neuroimaging studies investigating the question of hemispheric differences in semantic processing
and figurative language comprehension have substantially advanced the understanding of the specific
role of the RH that researchers had gained from early neuropsychological data, and have added to
findings from divided visual field experiments. The view that the RH is uniquely involved in the
processing of idiomatic and metaphoric language (Anaki et al., 1998; Bottini et al., 1994; Winner &
Gardner, 1977) is no longer supported. However, the opposite view that the RH is not involved in
figurative language comprehension (Lee & Dapretto, 2006; Rapp et al., 2004; Stringaris et al., 2007) is
also not supported by existing evidence, as a number of studies did obtain greater RH activations for
metaphor processing. The prevailing view seems to be that both the LH and RH are involved in figu-
rative language comprehension, but in different ways, depending on hemispheric differences in
meaning activation. Whereas the RH seems to be more sensitive to modulations in semantic
complexity and is adept in processing distantly related concepts as well as unfamiliar or non-salient
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expressions, the LH is preferentially involved in processing expressions (either literal or figurative) that
consist of closely related semantic domains or that have a familiar or salient meaning. In this view,
literal and non-literal language do not form a strict dichotomy but are, instead, considered along
a continuum where factors such as meaning salience, familiarity and semantic complexity come into
play. Thus, figurativeness alone is not sufficient to account for hemispheric specialization in meaning
activation, but other features affect the degree towhich the RHwill be recruited during comprehension
processes. Given this conclusion (and as it will be further discussed in Section 6), the systematic
investigation of factors or task effects becomes pivotal for current and future studies on this topic. It is
no longer sufficient to investigate left vs. right hemisphere contributions on figurative language
comprehension, if this debate should be resolved, but it is necessary to assess how different degrees of
familiarity, conventionality, frequency, plausibility, decomposability, and how engaging in different
tasks actually modulate the relative involvement of each hemisphere (as some studies have begun to
do, as described in Section 4). This is the area in which future studies would be useful.

A unique contribution of neuroimaging research is that it has advanced our understanding of the
specific brain areas responsible for different functional processes involved in figurative language
comprehension, since early neuropsychological examinations of LH or RH-damaged individuals could
not reliably identify precise focal lesions and divided-visual-field studies could not shed light on
localization of function beyond gross hemispheric differences. Thus, using advanced imaging tech-
niques such as PET, fMRI and TMS have revealed some key regions of brain activation during the
processing of idioms and metaphors compared to literal language, and these findings have moved the
discussion beyond the basic left versus right hemisphere dichotomy to amore refined understanding of
different neural networks underlying the comprehension of figurative expressions. Overall, studies
have shown increased activation for figurative expressions in certain RH areas: right frontal and
temporal areas such as the prefrontal cortex (Bottini et al., 1994), middle temporal gyrus (Bottini
et al., 1994; Proverbio et al., 2009; Sotillo et al., 2005), precuneus (Bottini et al., 1994) and superior
temporal gyrus (Ahrens et al., 2007; Sotillo et al., 2005). Metaphors have also been shown to activate
the right medial frontal gyrus (Proverbio et al., 2009; Schmidt & Seger, 2009). Particularly for unfa-
miliar/novel metaphors, studies have revealed activation in the right insula (Mashal et al., 2005;
Schmidt & Seger, 2009), the right IFG (Ahrens et al., 2007; Mashal et al., 2007; Schmidt & Seger, 2009)
and the right PSTS (Mashal et al., 2007; Pobric et al., 2008). In the LH, key areas of activation for
metaphoric language include the left IFG, particularly for familiar metaphors (Ahrens et al., 2007;
Eviatar & Just, 2006; Mashal et al., 2007; Proverbio et al., 2009; Stringaris et al., 2007) and the medial
frontal gyrus (Mashal et al., 2007). The left precentral gyrus and the left inferior parietal lobe have
also been implicated in metaphor comprehension (Stringaris et al., 2007). However, identifying key
brain structures is only a first step, as the specific factors contributing to their activation is still poorly
understood, as it will be further discussed below. Our long-term goal in this field should be to develop
a realistic model of how differences in task demands and the various dimensions both within and
across different classes of idioms and metaphors work together and result in distinct patterns of brain
activity during figurative language processing.

6. Challenges in synthesizing the literature

In spite of the important contributions highlighted above, however, more research is needed in
order to carefully investigate the different factors which modulate activity in the two hemispheres and
particularly in certain key brain structures. In addition, experiments on idiom comprehension are still
necessary, as the studies conducted to date focus mainly on processing metaphoric language, both in
terms of word pairs and sentential metaphors. It is unclear whether there would be differences in
activation patterns across hemispheres for idioms compared to metaphors, and how this would be
modulated by differences in characteristics such as compositionality, familiarity/salience and
predictability. Crucially, several methodological limitations, discussed throughout this paper, present
a true challenge in synthesizing the literature and deriving clear conclusions based on the evidence.
Table 1 includes a summary of the divided visual field experiments and neuroimaging studies that have
investigated hemispheric differences in figurative language processing. In addition to the studies cited
in this paper, additional sources are included in Table 1 in order to provide a comprehensive look at the
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research that has been conducted to date. These studies encompass a variety of tasks and test different
types of figurative language. Their main premise, methodology, stimuli, findings and conclusions are
summarized in the table.

One major point is that there is a lack of clear consensus in the literature with respect to what
exactly constitutes ametaphor. Researchers have examined the processing of word pairs that can either
have a literal or metaphoric meaning. These word pairs can either be highly familiar and lexicalized
(“bright student”, “broken heart”) or can be newly constructed, such that the words in the pair must be
compared based on their salient features in order to derive the metaphoric meaning. However, it has
been argued whether these word pairs should be considered “true metaphors” (as opposed to
ambiguous literal words), as that they have become highly lexicalized over time, due to their high
frequency and conventionality. While it is true that theword “bright” for “brilliant”may have originally
derived its metaphoric meaning through a comparison with a light source, it can be argued that it is
actually difficult to think of the word pair “bright student” as being a metaphor nowadays, rather than
having a secondary meaning which is actually no longer figurative in use. It can be argued that it is
dangerous to use such stimuli which are at the borderline between being considered literal vs.
metaphoric, when directly assessing “figurativity”. If one wishes to assess the effect of figurativity on
brain mechanisms used during metaphor processing, it might be best to increase the distance as much
as possible between literality and figurativity, rather than choosing experimental stimuli where the
once-metaphoric meaning has now become highly frequent and conventional over time, that they
could actually be construed as ambiguous literal words. On the other hand, if one wishes to examine
different degrees of figurativity (by assessing “conventionality” as a factor, e.g., Faust & Mashal, 2007),
then including a range of metaphors, including these highly conventional ones, is a good idea.
However, when only assessing “metaphors” as a group in contrast towordswith literal meaning, it may
be considered a shortcoming to include these highly conventional, highly frequent “metaphoric”words
where it is no longer clear that this is actually a figurative interpretation of the word. More importantly,
it would also be unwise to mix these kinds of conventional metaphors (close to literal meaning) with
more metaphoric word pairs, without explicitly examining “conventionality” as a factor. Moreover, in
these studies, metaphoric word pairs are presented without a sentential context; thus, word-level
investigations are limited to familiar metaphorical relationships that can be interpreted without
a context (Schmidt, Kranjec, Cardillo, & Chatterjee, 2009). The processing of single metaphorically
employed words may represent a different cognitive task than processing sentential metaphors and,
therefore, reveal different lateralization effects. Furthermore, the processing of sentential metaphors is
of interest because they are more similar thanword pairs to natural language typically encountered by
speakers.

Several other stimuli-based limitations challenge the synthesis of the literature on figurative
language comprehension in the brain. One aspect of sentential metaphors which is often not addressed
is the level of syntactic complexity of the expressions. Although length is often matched between
experimental conditions, controlling for different syntactic constructions or lexical factors is often
overlooked (Schmidt et al., 2007). Some sentential metaphors are variations of “An A is a B” (Bottini
et al., 1994; Rapp et al., 2004; Stringaris et al., 2007), whereas others are more complex sentences
(Proverbio et al., 2009; Schmidt et al., 2007). Studies also differ in the parts of speech they examine;
some researchers have studied metaphors based on nouns (Rapp et al., 2004; Schmidt et al., 2007),
others have looked at metaphors based on verbs (Chen et al., 2008) or adjectives (Lee & Dapretto, 2006;
Mashal et al., 2005). As brain areas mediating metaphorical uses of various parts of speech may differ,
these lexical differences are taken into account in order to obtain a clear picture of the neural basis of
figurative language comprehension. Another methodological shortcoming that was touched on earlier
on in this paper is the fact that, although factors such as familiarity and frequency may be controlled in
some studies, the operational definitions differ across studies, as does theway inwhich thesemeasures
are obtained. It is not easy to tease apart subjective familiarity of an expression and its frequency in
a language when asking subjects to provide ratings on a scale (as in Libben & Titone, 2008). Some
studies use specific databases to obtain frequency and/or familiarity measures (Stringaris et al., 2005),
while other researchers rely on internet-search results as a measure of familiarity (Rapp et al., 2004). In
addition, studies investigating hemispheric differences in metaphor processing have often failed to
control for factors such as literal plausibility and decomposability/transparency (how the figurative
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meaning may be derived from the words making up the expression) which are likely to affect the ease
or difficulty of processing and perhaps the neural mechanisms (and degree of RH recruitment) involved
in figurative language comprehension.

Another methodological factor which makes it difficult to obtain a straightforward picture of the
specific brain areas involved in figurative language processing is that there has been considerable
variability across studies in the nature of the tasks employed (Schmidt et al., 2009). Tasks have ranged
from lexical decisions (Bottini et al., 1994), to literal plausibility judgments (Schmidt et al., 2007), to
truth judgments (Faust & Weisper, 2000), to semantic judgment tasks (Faust & Mashal, 2007; Mashal
et al., 2005; Proverbio et al., 2009) to judging whether or not the expression was meaningful (Schmidt
et al., 2007; Stringaris et al., 2007). One study (Rapp et al., 2004) involved judging whether the sen-
tences had a positive or negative connotation. Some tasks more strongly engage semantic integration
processes (e.g. judging whether a word is metaphorically or literally related to another) compared to
others (e.g. judging whether a word is a real word or non-word). Furthermore, tasks in which the
demand is relatively high may lead to increased RH activation.

The contributions of neuroimaging to the study of figurative language processing are also hindered
by several theoretical issues. As discussed in the context of studies supporting the claims of the Graded
Salience Hypothesis (Giora,1997, 2003) as well as the Coarse Coding Hypothesis (Beeman,1998), research
has not clearly distinguished between familiarity, salience and distance of semantic associations on
a theoretical level. These are factors which are difficult to tease apart because they are highly correlated
(Katz et al., 1988). It is, therefore, unclear how exactly these variables differ and how they might affect
the neural networks underlying figurative and literal language processing, specifically the involvement
of the RH. Future researchwill have to carefully disentangle these variables in order to provide a clearer
picture of their relative role in figurative language comprehension.
6.1. Conclusions

The current paper has discussed one of the most hotly-debated questions in the domain of
figurative language comprehension: whether the RH has a specific role to play in interpreting
idiomatic and metaphoric expressions. Neuropsychological, behavioral and neuroimaging evidence
both for and against the “RH is special” theory was critically synthesized and it was shown how
characteristics such as meaning salience, familiarity and difficulty of figurative expressions are likely
to modulate activity in different areas of the brain, perhaps even rather than figurativity per se. Such
a view argues for the existence of a literal-figurative continuum rather than a strict dichotomy, as it
was originally believed based on early behavioral and neuropsychological research. These findings
are compatible with theories such as the Coarse Coding Hypothesis (Beeman, 1998) or the Graded
Salience Hypothesis (Giora, 1997, 2003) which posit hemispheric differences in the way that distantly
related semantic concepts and non-salient/unfamiliar meanings of strings are preferentially pro-
cessed in the RH compared to the LH. However, although neuroimaging has paved the way and has
made substantial contributions to our knowledge of hemispheric differences in semantic processing
and in figurative language comprehension, much work is still to be done, particularly with respect to
systematically investigating some of the critical methodological and theoretical issues that continue
to blur the picture as it stands today.
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Appendix

Table 1
Summary of studies on figurative language (metaphors and idioms) using divided visual field (DVF), PET, fMRI, ERP and rTMS
techniques. Main findings are summarized, as well as experimental design, type of figurative language tested, different condi-
tions, characteristics of stimuli and experimental task. Studies are organized based on whether they support or refute claims of
RH specificity for metaphor and idiom comprehension, or whether preferential RH involvement depends on factors such as
familiarity and salience, rather than figurativity per se. Within each section, the studies are organized chronologically.

Study Design Conditions/stimuli Task Main findings

RH is special

1. Bottini et al., 1994 n ¼ 6, PET, block
design

Novel sentential
metaphors “An A is a B”
vs. literal sentences
Sentences either
plausible/implausible

Plausibility
judgment

Right frontal/temporal
areas activated for
metaphors vs. literal
sentences (prefrontal
cortex, middle
temporal gyrus,
precuneus

2. Anaki et al., 1998 n ¼ 56, DVF
(SOA ¼ 200 or
800 ms)

Prime þ target word
pairs Metaphorically
related, literally related,
or unrelated

Lexical decision Short SOA: priming for
metaphorically-related
in LVF and RVF priming
for literally-related only
in RVF (LH)
Long SOA: priming for
metaphorically-related
in LVF only priming for
literally-related in RVF
only

3. Sotillo et al., 2005 n ¼ 24 ERP with
LORETA spatial
analysis

Complex poetry
sentences in Spanish.
Unfamiliar metaphoric
sentence followed by
metaphorically related/
unrelated word

Relatedness
judgment

Higher N400 activation
for metaphoric words
localized to right
medial temporal gyrus
and superior temporal
gyrus

No preferential RH role

4. Faust & Weisper,
2000

n ¼ 24 DVF
(SOA ¼ 1100 ms)

Incomplete sentence
primes followed by
literally true, literally
false or metaphoric
sentence endings
“Some A are B”
sentences

Truth judgment Slower RT and lower
accuracy for
metaphoric endings vs.
literal endings,
irrespective of
hemisphere of
presentation

5. Eviatar & Just, 2006 n ¼ 16, fMRI (event
related)

A 3-sentence story
context was followed
bymetaphoric, ironic or
literal sentence ending.
Simple, familiar
metaphors

Response to
comprehension
question

Metaphoric endings
resulted in larger
activation in left IFG
and bilaterally in
inferior temporal
cortex compared to
ironic and literal
sentences

6. Lee & Dapretto, 2006 n ¼ 12, fMRI Adjective triads, either
requiring literal or
metaphoric
interpretation of
middle word

Semantic
relatedness
judgment on two
last adjectives in
triad

Metaphoric meanings
led to activation of LH
prefrontal and
temporoparietal
regions; no RH
activations

(continued on next page)
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Table 1 (continued )

Study Design Conditions/stimuli Task Main findings

7. Kacinik & Chiarello,
2007

n ¼ 48 DVF
(SOA ¼ 600 ms)

Complex metaphoric
and literal sentences
followed by consistent/
inconsistent
(figurativity) target
words

Lexical decision Metaphoric target
words showed priming
in both hemispheres

8. Rapp et al., 2004,
2007

n¼ 15, fMRI (event-
related)

Novel metaphoric and
literal sentences in
German. “An A is a B”
(May have been
moderately familiar
metaphors)

Judge positive/
negative
connotation

No RH activations for
metaphoric sentences
vs. literal sentences

9. Stringaris et al., 2007 n¼ 11, fMRI (event-
related)

Metaphoric, literal or
non-meaningful
sentences with only last
word differing across
conditions.
Conventional “Some As
are Bs” metaphors

Meaningful or
meaningless
judgment

Greater activation for
metaphor sentences in
LH regions (left IFG, left
precentral gyrus, left
inferior parietal lobe)

10. Proverbio et al.,
2009

n ¼ 15, ERP with
source
reconstruction

Idiomatic and literal
Italian (complex)
sentences followed by
related or unrelated
target word. Unfamiliar
idioms, either
decomposable or not,
all literally implausible.

Semantic
relatedness
judgment between
target and
preceding sentence

Several LH and RH areas
simultaneously active
at different stages of
processing idioms.
Mainly engaged LH
during initial access
(left IFG), then
bilaterally with larger
effects over RH (in right
MTG and right MFG)

RH activation mediated by familiarity

11. Mashal et al., 2005 n ¼ 15, fMRI (block
design, PC analysis)

Metaphoric, literal or
unrelated word pairs
(Unfamiliar metaphors)

Semantic judgment
(decide if literally
or metaphorically
related)

Unfamiliar metaphors
activated a large
network of LH and RH
areas: left frontal and
temporal areas, right
Wernicke’s area,
precuneus and insula

12. Faust & Mashal,
2007

n ¼ 15, DVF
(SOA ¼ 400 or
1100 ms)

Literal, conventional
metaphoric novel
metaphoric and
unrelated word pairs
(prime and target)

Semantic judgment Facilitation in RH than
LH (faster/more
accurate responses) for
novel metaphors, but
not for other word
pairs. RH judged NM as
“related” faster than LH,
and slower as
“unrelated” than in LH.
No RH advantage for
CM.

13. Mashal et al., 2007 n ¼ 14, fMRI Literal, conventional
metaphoric, novel
metaphoric and
unrelated word pairs
(prime and target)

Semantic judgment NM vs. CM: stronger
activation in right PSTS,
right IFG and left MFG.
NM vs. literal: fewer,
smaller, bilaterally
active regions
CM vs. literal: left IFG,
left PSTS and right
postcentral parietal
cortex
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Table 1 (continued )

Study Design Conditions/stimuli Task Main findings

14. Ahrens et al., 2007 n ¼ 8, fMRI (block
design)

Novel (NM) and
conventional (CM)
metaphors and literal
sentences in Mandarin

No task (silent
reading)

CM vs. literal
sentences: Slight
increase of activation in
right inferior temporal
gyrus
NM vs. literal
sentences: Increased
activation bilaterally in
frontal and temporal
gyri
CM vs. NM: Bilateral
activation in MFG and
precentral gyrus
RH activation in STG;
LH activation in IFG and
fusiform

15. Arzouan et al., 2007 n ¼ 29, ERP with
LORETA spatial
analysis

Literal, conventional, or
novel metaphoric word
pairs

Semantic judgment Novel metaphors
elicited activation in
right temporal and
superior frontal areas

16. Pobric et al., 2008 n ¼ 12, rTMS Literal, conventional, or
novel Metaphoric word
pairs

Semantic judgment rTMS of right PSTS
disrupted the
processing of NM but
not CM

17. Schmidt et al., 2007 n ¼ 90, DVF EXP 1: Literal,
unfamiliar metaphoric
and anomalous
sentences
EXP 2: Familiar literal,
unfamiliar metaphoric
and unfamiliar literal
EXP 3: Familiar vs.
unfamiliar metaphors
In all EXPs, sentences
identical until final
word which differed
across conditions

EXP 1: judging
whether ending fits
the sentence
context
EXP 2: plausibility
judgment
EXP 3: meaningful
or meaningless
judgment

RH advantage for
unfamiliar sentences,
regardless of
figurativity.
EXP 1: RH processing
time advantage for
metaphors; LH
processing advantage
for literal and
anomalous endings
EXP 2: Faster RH
processing for
unfamiliar sentences
(both metaphoric and
literal). No hemispheric
differences for familiar
literal sentences.
EXP 3: RH advantage
for unfamiliar
metaphors and LH
advantage for familiar
metaphors

18. Schmidt & Seger,
2009

n ¼ 10, fMRI (1) Literal, (2)
familiar þ easy, (3)
unfamiliar þ easy, and
(4)
unfamiliar þ difficult
Metaphors

No task (press
response key)

Metaphoric vs. literal:
activation in right
insula, left temporal
pole and right IFG.
Familiar vs. unfamiliar
metaphors: right MFG
Easy vs. difficult
metaphors: greater
activation in left MFG
Difficult vs. easy
metaphors: left IFG
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